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About This Game

The WAW base pack, contains the game engine, the tutorial and 10 different scenarios (and can make use of all future
DLCs and packs):

  HAMILKAR 264, the long First Punic War, the first Rome vs. Carthage war.
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  HASTINGS 1066, opposing Normans, Vikings ands Saxons to claim the crown of England.

  SARATOGA 1777, the battle that changed the course of the War of Independence.

  WATERLOO 1815, the last epic campaign of Napoleon.

  BULL RUN 1861, the first grand battle of the American Civil War.

  MISSOURI 1861, depicting the fight to get control of this decisive western state.

  NORMANDIE 1944, the most famous landing operation on the beaches of France.

  BULGE 1944, the last German WW2 offensive in the west.

  SIX DAYS 1967, the six days war between Israel and its Arab neighbours.

  and BERLIN 1945, the fall of the Nazis against the Soviets.

Note that if you already own on Steam some of the scenarios in the base pack, they will not be charged again.

WAW is a unique strategy turn-based game concept, on a boardgame spirit, which aims at simulating in one single system ALL
conflicts throughout the world (and beyond) from Prehistoric times to nowadays, from grand massive wars to asymmetrical

conflicts. And it will work also on non-historical, alternate history, fantastic or SF titles. The key is the use of a single system of
rules and situations which works in all cases.

Why? Because we want players to learn rules only once, get confident and at ease with them, and then spend all their time with
the titles in the collection in a speedy and effortless manner ... for example, the battle screen will be similar throughout the

games, and thus will require almost no adaptation for enjoying it in a new game!

Practically, a few minutes are required to read about the specific properties and content of a new scenario and you can jump
right in!

The Main Game Features includes:

Game is turn-based, using the I GO U GO system, each player taking one side (sides involve sometimes more than one
nation).

The map is divided into numerous regions, with various terrains and sometimes structures (ports, fortresses, airports ...),
and potentially sources of income when necessary.

When maintenance and purchase of forces is needed, or to acquire new event cards, a simple income system is activated.

Combat units may be from the land, naval or air domains. You will find different types, such as infantry, cavalry,
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artillery, guerrillas, submarines, flat tops, fighters, elephants, anti-aircraft batteries, etc ... All of which can be combined
into different stacks for easy handling.

Leaders are crucial in the game, as they have three main usages: first they give bonus to the base combat values of their
stacks, second their morale values are use to check victory or defeat levels, and lastly they are necessary to launch
attacks on the enemy.

Two opposing stacks in the same region generate a battle, which is resolved in a semi-tactical way in two successive
rounds. The game automatically calculates the various bonus and penalties of sides, their respective morale levels, allows
for event cards play, and they each combat unit of each side shoots simultaneously (in most cases) at the enemy. Losses
are taken in terms of hits and panics. The moral level of the initial army affected by the losses and panics suffered,
which in turn may lead to rout, pursuit and breakthroughs.

Multiple Events Cards packs are granted to each side, that they will use to influence all aspects of the game, such as
alliances, income, movement, weather, leadership, number and quality of troops and finally many tactical aspects for the
battles. This ensures both a real uncertainty in the game and a great replayability potential.

 

The scale changes according to scenarios. A ground combat unit could be only a simple battalion or a whole army. A region may
represent a few square miles or a whole country. And similarly, a game turn could be just a few hours or up to many years!

Game allows for coverage of different ‘spaces’ of play, such as land, sea, air or outer space…!

PLANNING
Each month, a new scenario will be released!

 

The WAW base pack, contains the game engine, the tutorial and 10 different scenarios (and can make use of all future
DLCs and packs):

  HAMILKAR 264, the long First Punic War, the first Rome vs. Carthage war.

  HASTINGS 1066, opposing Normans, Vikings ands Saxons to claim the crown of England.

  SARATOGA 1777, the battle that changed the course of the War of Independence.

  WATERLOO 1815, the last epic campaign of Napoleon.

  BULL RUN 1861, the first grand battle of the American Civil War.

  MISSOURI 1861, depicting the fight to get control of this decisive western state.

  NORMANDIE 1944, the most famous landing operation on the beaches of France.
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  BULGE 1944, the last German WW2 offensive in the west.

  SIX DAYS 1967, the six days war between Israel and its Arab neighbours.

  and BERLIN 1945, the fall of the Nazis against the Soviets.

The Season 1 pack, is a DLC-only bundle with 10 of the first year (2017) releases of the WAW collections (extra to those of
the base pack). A new Season pack will be created at the end of each year with that year's releases.

Note that if you already own on Steam some of the scenarios in the Season 1 bundle pack, they will not be charged when you
purchase the season pack.

See more here : https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/7843/Wars_Across_The_World_Season_1_Scenario_Pack/

Players are given free access to the Game Editor. Just download it from here: https://waw-games.com/en/team-community

The Game Editor will allow you to customize your scenarios, as well as design new ones

This version is in solo mode and hot seat as well as in PBEM (Play-by-Email).
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Genre: Indie, Strategy
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Plug In Digital
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Plug In Digital
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 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 2.5 GHz Intel Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 750 MB available space

English,French,German,Russian
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wars across the world skidrow. wars across the world strategies. civil wars across the world. wars across the world ios. wars
across the world editor. wars across the world russian battles-plaza. wars across the world ipad. wars across the world itune. wars
across the world dlc. wars across the world expanded edition. wars across the world youtube. wars across the world video game.
wars across the world pc game. wars across the world manual. wars across the world igg. wars across the world congo 1964. wars
across the world steam. wars across the world scenarios. wars across the world review. wars across the world test. wars across
the world rules. wars across the world download. wars across the world finland 1918. wars across the world free download. wars
across the world finland. wars across the world forum. wars across the world russian battles review. war of the world torrent
download. wars across the world russian battles. wars across the world android. current wars across the world. wars across the
world ios review. wars across the world facebook. wars across the world scenarios missing. wars across the world russian battles
*2018*. wars across the world pc. wars across the world. wars across the world russian battles gameplay. wars across the world
mods. war of the world torrent magnet. let's play wars across the world

War Across the World is an amazing game that depicts the essence of many historical battles quite well. It is a serious board
game engine that allows players to simulate practically any battle or skirmish in the world history. Actually it can do much more.
With the use of editor you can recreate any type of struggle that involves map zones, card play, dice and player sides. For
example, with the use of editor you can actually create a scenario that has nothing to do with the war in itself - you can simulate
struggle for New York among 5 mafia families during Prohibition era, and it will be definitely fun game. Just an example. But
you can for sure create any battle be it a small like city battle, or huge like a nation-level war.

As for graphics and feel the game delivers as well. It is a definite buy for those who want to have an abstract, but yet very
repayable game sessions related to world history. If you are fan of world military and political history, if you like board gaming
and if you like Osprey-type history books about World's most famous battles this game is for you. The engine is robust enough,
but yet clear to understand, the replayability is immense, the battles are countless, the card-system gives that RPG feel to the
strategy board game...

I usually play the game with 2 displays - 1 is for the game itself, and 1 is for the book or wiki-article about the battle I am
playing, and with right music on the background it just gives an unparalleled historical experience for the late night. Play it
slowly, to feel the flow of the events and indulge yourself into the atmosphere of the history of that battle that you play - and
you would understand what I am talking about.

Developers are responsive and listening, and with time the engine will become even better - yet alone the world editor is a game
in itself where you can create your own scenario with no programming skills. It is very powerful.

Definitely recommend for any board game fan and military history geek.

. It's old school and lacks bells and whistles.... but Wars Across the World is a great little turn based strategy game.

Some interesting scenarios (the Innsmouth one is a blast!) Perhaps the pricing model could be better but still, I've really enjoyed
this game!. You have the feeling to play a boardgame but you have the advantages of a video game (AI, ergonomic, no flying
counters)
The scenarios are funs and the system is easy to manage. The AI is not too bad.. Excellent Board \/ Card Game. One set of rules
which are well produced and balanced allows you to play any war , battle or skirmish since the dawn of time ( and beyond ).
Easy to learn with a new battle released monthly. Must for wargamers and BG, CG fans.

8\\10. I keep changing my mind on this. The game could be fantastic. It is held back by it's outrageous DLC cost and bugs. I'm
really hoping that both these issues get sorted.. I bought this game when it was published, and have most of the DLCs (Mac and
windows version). It is a fascinating new concept - making an engine adaptable to conflicts in all mankind ages. It works. The
engine rules adapt to almost any kind of conflict, from roman ages to modern times, it can handle air and naval warfare
satisfactorily, with event and decision cards that provide key ingredients to simulate each specific context.

Unfortunately the AI was sorely lacking in capabilities.

But with the newest update, now finally the AI gives a good challenge. I am enjoying it, and can recommend this game to all
strategy gamers. For sure, it can be classified as a beer-and-pretzels kind of game, but you can play any of a number of very fun
and well designed scenarios in a few hours.
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The only criticism I have is the relatively high price of each DLC.... After reading some old comentaries, i was afraid that the
game would have some major issues with bug in the various scenarios.
I however decided to try it as the price went down and the base pack offer now more content than before.
I haven't seen any bug so far. as i understand, the dev team is working to offer continuous improvement on the game.

I really had a fun time playing the various scenarios, as the game rules are simple to handle (even if the interface is not very user
friendly sometime). Once you know how to play, you can increase the AI level to give you a bigger challenge. Some free
scenarios are also available online. I still have to try the multiplayer option but i do recommend the game which brought mefun
games.. WaW is a good buy.
I enjoy the diversity of the available scenarios. Most of these can be played in less than two hours.
Many scenarios reflect asymmetric situations and are fun to play.
Rules are easy to learn (provided you care enough about wargames to read them).
Playing 2-3 games is enough to understand the mechanics of WaW but there will be a learning curve ahead, which is good.
WaW' team has proved to be very reactive to players' appreciations.
More than 150 hours already and I am eager to carry on and discover new battles/campaigns.
WaW is not The ultimate wargame on WW2 or napoleonic wars or Civil war but all three can be played and much much more.
WaW is a good and sound compromise, definitely worth your money and time.. a fun strategy game. don't over extend your
troops or they might get cut off from supply and perish . sometime your troops can't hit anything in battle . so don't always count
on them in the fight without card support . keeping supply lines open wins the battle most times. Wish they had the more recent
battles on steam like Sicily 1943 and Coral Sea 1942 . well worth the price
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Clunky but admirable, a less complex AGEOD engine for newer or simpler wargamers. The most desperately needed feature is
an undo button, as a mistake means either letting it happen or reloading a save, perhaps even at the start of the turn, and the
autosave often overwrites the save you just used! Encirclements should have variable out-of-supply times based on the
scenario's time scale and era as well- 2 days is not long enough for an entire Soviet army group to die out, even if it helped me
win and was hilarious to watch. On a petty note, I understand English is not the developers first language, but the spelling and
grammar need work. Despite these complaints I adore the variety of scenarios, especially for newer and more obscure conflicts.
Keep on developing it, you're doing great!. A good learning experience for beginners in Historical Campaigns.
Although, expert historical gamers like myself somewhat enjoy this game to learn about campaigns we did not know much
about before, I feel the game is better suited for someone wanting to learn about a particular campaign.
Having said that, I do enjoy this as an expert historical gamer.
The reason for it being better suited torwards a beginner versus experts is that the game is very simple to learn and play.
Read the rules though anyway!. Interesting concept and the scenarios I have played thus far have been fun. Good light wargame
entertainment marred by some bugs. The developers are reacting swiftly to the bugs and other matters relating to the game and
that is impressive.. History based simulation game like classic style board game with dice.
You can experience famous warfare from Ancient Rome to Modern Warfare.
You will get excited when throw dice or picking event cards

But almost scenarios are provided by DLCs
So you have to choose what to buy. and think about Replayability. play as opposite force is interesting.

歴史的対戦カードゲーム。サイコロを降って戦ういわゆるボードゲームを軸にしたものです。
歴史上の出来事をベースにしたイベントカードによってデバフがかかるぞ。すっごーい。
CiVとか好きならおすすめします。DLCメインなゲームですが、お得にするならバンドルで買いましょう。. just got this today and im happy with the purchase.
The tutorial does have some kind of issue with it that prevented me from finishing it , however the rule book helped make
everything more clear , and it wasnt long before i was in my first game . Being a Lovecraft fan I of course went with the
Innsmouth scenario which lets you play out the raid on innsmouth from the famous story , you command the american forces or
the Mythos forces , I had a blast with it ! and it was a close scenario ! The basic game comes with a good list of various time
periods/ conflicts to play out and a lot more scenarios and complete campaigns are available as DLC . The Innsmouth scenario is
currently free ! I can easily recommend this game !. Email game if any one wants to play cloudhand46341@gmail.com Very
Cool Game.. I was an early backer from Kickstarter and I decided to support this project because it looked promising to me.

The amount of scenari can give you hours of game and even if you only have 6 scenari. You can play different nations, you can
play with friends in hot seat, etc.
then, you can only choose what you what to buy.

The editor could let you create your own scenario. Can't wiat for the manual because I still don't understand how it works !
Maybe some video tutorial about it could be fun.
Is there any chance to see the best scenario created by users becoming released titles ?

The maps are really nice and the units too. I wish there weres 3d units, maybe someday...

Anyway, I gave a chance to this game at the early stage of development and I am not disapointed. Yes it needs to be polished a
bit but I thinks the devs will correct the little bugs and will make it a great game.

Thnaks guys !. 4/10

A shallow boardgame with a crazy DLC approach. In the base game there are something like 10 scenarios which do not
necessarily have much appeal. Game dynamics are flexible but pretty basic. The game would be worth something like 5 Euros
only if all the DLC were included for free.
Now it is a cash grabber. Don't make a error like I did, skip this game, there are better cheap options around.

As a reply to the developer:
First: I bought the game for 7.5 Euros, so your statement is a lie.
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Second: ETS2 is a 2012 game whose paid DLCs, which came several years after the initial release, keep the team developing the
game after 6 years, keeping improving it like the ongoing revamp of the original content with new graphics and locations. Not
talking about the many mods adding free maps. Not talking that ETS2 has much more content than your game even without
DLCs and free maps. Not talking that you want to compare two completely different games.

Your reply lacks not only of on-topic analysis, but also of class. And class is why I didn't disclosed in my review at least 3
products which have the same price or even free which are, to me, way better than your game.. I have come back to this game
after some time and I am now very impressed. I have also recently bought it on iOS for which it seems a perfect fit. Hoping for
many more scenarios on both platforms. I may even try my hand at one. Great game!

Game Update:
VERSION: WAW 1.170520a
DATE: 20/05/2017

*** FIXES ***
- (Localization) Fixed issue where a scenario localization file containing no valid language caused a crash at game start
- (UI) Fixes the double 'Begin Turn' windows that sometimes occurs after an Aerial Defense Phase played by the AI
- (AI) Fixed an error that occurs during AI computation
- (AI) Fixed multiple crash in Aerial Defense Phase
- (AI) Fixes possible crash when aerial units try to return to their base
- (Cards) Fixed issue where a reinforcement card would stay active indefinitely after being played (e.g. Korea 1950 - UN 7th
Fleet Card)
- (General) Fixed potential game crashes when a player does not control any region or structure of the Map
- (Sound) Fixed default value of sound levels (ambient sound level was set to 0 by default) : now all sound levels are set to 75%
when the game is first launched
- (Land Movement) Hidden units no longer conquer regions
. July Scenario Update:
Before release of our next scenario (Byzantium 1116 - see on our website), we have processed some previous scenario
improvements.

Most important fix was Hasting 1066, with a new start setup. Other minor corrections on Waterloo 1815 (name errors),
Normandy 1944 (setup) and austerliz 1805 were also added.. Release of Fornovo 1495:
With this month's release, we make you re-visit the early Renaissance, during the famous First War of Italy (late 15th
century).

 French king Charles VIII invades the peninsula with his modern and strong army to claim the inheritance of the
Kingdom of Naples.

 Facing him, the Italian League is weak and disunited, but thanks to the patient and wily diplomacy of Alexander VI, the
Borgia Pope, it will manage to gather its forces and, possibly, expel the French from Italy.

 

You can now take command of Knights, Swiss pikemen, Aragonese cabelleros, Condottieres and many other troops to fight for
supremacy over the Italy of Michelangelo and Da Vinci.

OTHER NEWS
We also took opportunity of this release to make a large update of all the previous scenarios, with improvements, bug fixes
and texts changes.. Today's Fix - Valid later today:
VERSION: WAW 1.170515a
DATE: 15/05/2017
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*** IMPROVEMENTS ***
- (General) At the end of the Unit Delivery phase, delivered stacks merge with the allied stacks already present in the delivery
regions

*** FIXES ***
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement Veteran not being unlocked
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement Prefect not being unlocked
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement King not being unlocked
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement Emperor not being unlocked
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement Achilles not being unlocked
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement Mars not being unlocked
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement Treasurer not being unlocked
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement Banker not being unlocked
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement Scrooge not being unlocked
- (Achievement) Fixed achievement Cresus not being unlocked
- (UI) Bombing action is now available at the begining of the movement for aerial units
- (UI) Air recon is automatic, the action button has been removed
- (UI) Fixed, disbanding a unit was not cancellable
- (UI) Bombing action tooltip was not localized
- (UI) Bombing action button is now visible when no or all aerial units with a land attack factor are selected
- (UI) Bombing action button is automatically deactivated when merging or spliting units
- (General) Aerial units can now activate strategic bombing. Once activated, it cancel any possible attack on land units
- (General) Fixed game crash when playing cards whose effect is not applied immediately (e.g. "Threats on Cairo" in scenario
Missouri 1861)
- (Cards) Improved card behaviour
- (Cards) Fixed issue with unit prices modified by cards, where prices could become negative and players could win money by
buying those units
- (Cards) Fixed issue where some stack movements ordered by a card were not executed (i.e. 'Capture of Camp Jackson Card' in
Missouri 1861)
- (Battle) Fixed rare issue where an attacker that lost a battle would stay in the battle Region
- (Battle) Fixed bug in 3+ players scenarios where a battle opposing 2 players different from the current player could be
launched
- (Battle) Fixed game crash after some battles ending with a leader being wounded
- (Battle) Fixed bug where the game would freeze at the end of battle, after a leader was wounded
- (Battle) Fixed a bug where overruning an enemy stack in a region that was already in battle due to an aerial attack would result
in the region still being considered in battle whereas no enemy unit remained
- (AI) Fixed crash when AI tried to compute moves while it has no more units to control
. Website Updated:
Hi All,

Along with the recent code update that you probably noticed yesterday, we have also changed and redesigned the WAW website
completely.

Feel free to visit it and comment at https://waw-games.com

Thanks for your support 
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